
WHIM: Most Comics
The Insufferable Jerk tries to get as many comics as
possible.

Flea Market:
• Take Row? Only if a row has all cards out
• Place Card? On a row that makes it have the most

amount of cards

Auction:
Wants to take the lot with the most comics!

Convention:
Takes for the most comics possible!



WHIM: Most Highlights
The Insufferable Jerk tries to get the most active
highlights. Because some comics have multiple
highlights, it’s possible that he may go for fewer
comics. The IJ goes for only the "active" highlights:
the three highlights that are being used this game.

Flea Market:
• Take Row? Only if contains 3 or more active

highlights
• Place Card? On a row that gives the most

highlights

Auction:
Wants the lot with the most active highlights!

Convention:
Takes for the most active highlights!



WHIM: Most Expensive
The Insufferable Jerk goes for the lot of comics that
are worth the most. Sum up the prices of the comics,
and try to get the lot with the biggest sum.

Flea Market:
• Take Row? Only if that row has the maximum

possible value it could have (this means waiting
until the very end)

• Place Card? Balances the rows: only places the
last card on a row if he has to

Auction:
Wants the lot of comics that are worth the most
(optimize sum of prices)

Convention:
Takes the row/colum of comics that are worth the most



WHIM: Highest Heroes
The Insufferable Jerk is trying to get as many heroes
as possible in the upper tiers ("the highest heroes" in
Trending Heroes chart). The trending heroes dominate
this whim: he wants only the most popular!

It’s a little harder to notate this one: You create a
"Highest Hero Score" and try to make that score as
big as possible: This score represents preferring the
most popular comics! You compute this Highest Hero
Score by adding together the Highest Hero Values.

Highest Hero Value:
• 3 pts: each highest hero is worth 3 points
• 2 pts: each hero in the second tier is worth 2 points
• 1 pts: all other heroes are worth 1 point.

Highest Hero Score: Add up all the Highest Hero
Values of the current lot!

Flea Market:
• Take Row? Only if a row has Highest Hero Score

of 6 or more!
• Place Card? on row such that he maximizes the

Highest Hero Score!

Auction:
Wants the lot with Highest Hero score!

Convention:
Take the group that has the Highest Hero score!



WHIM: Most Variety
The Insufferable Jerk is trying to get a group of comics
with the most variety of heroes, i.e., the most different
kinds of heroes. Since some comics have multiple
hero symbols, make sure you take those into account!

NOTE: Remember, a group of heroes only counts
towards variety in the end game if the IJ has at least
3 of them!

Generally, the IJ will prefer groups of comics with the
greatest variety, but if there are multiple groups with
the same variety (same number of hero symbols), the
IJ will prefer the groups with heroes he has the least of.

Flea Market:
• Take Row? Only if >=3 different heroes (in a tie,

prefers lots with heroes he has the least of)
• Place Card? on row that would give the most

variety

Auction:
Wants the lot of comics with the greatest variety
of heroes. If there are multiple lots with the same
variety, the IJ will prefer those lots with heroes he has
the least of.

Convention:
Takes the group of the hero he has least of!


